
                   YOUR CHOICE OF THIRTEEN RIVER CROSSINGS WITH YAKKITY 

 
  A perfect Monday night ,no wind clear sky and a great scenic meandering river run in 
Baulkham Hills. Great virgin territory set by a virgin Hare YOUR CHOICE and YAKKITY 
YAK. 

 
    Running from the Ted Horwood Reserve, the pack led by scouts CAREFREE and 
SWAMPY, who were tempted to swim the distance, found their way down to the 
beautiful Darling Mill River.  CINDERS and SUPERGLUE managed to negotiate the first  
of many river crossings and followed the rugged path along the wild river. 

 
       Several false trails were taken but adventurers LIGHTNING, PAY_LING and 
TOOTH FAIRY were not fooled and continued along the river bank. COPRA, HANOI 
BILL and POLLY cleverly all found their way up the walkers trail and met DARWIN 
DON  bursting with excitement and risque tales of lurid wenches and sexual encounters 
at the HASH RELAY at Port Stephens on the week end. 

 
         SCUD and  PEE DUB, who thought they were  already on their four wheel  drive 
week end,.... managed to find a large check back but soon came back onto the main 
trail.  

 
   The walk out involved a very, very steep and dangerous climb and GOANNA, who was 
quite tentative was finally aided by CHAINGI to make the ascent. GOONSHOW, being 
the only one to complain, is now not only a Theatre critic but also a full time Monday 
night run Critic.  

  
           VIRGINUS ILLEGITIMUS and JACK the RIPPER managed to make it home, 
just as darkness was approaching to the bucket and to a great feast. 

 
        Dinner was an IRISH affair (without Irish) with tender Roast Lamb and fresh 
Salads. Plenty of Chicken Legs for FURKHAND, followed by large platters of fresh fruit 
served by the committee led by FLYING SCOTSMAN, from the surrounding country 
gardens. 

 Entertainment came from those men from DUBLIN  ......... 
KITTY PADDY LITTER.....JUNGLE SEAMUS JIM.....TIC CASSIDY TOC and a 
welcome visit from LORD O,REILLY LEXUS .....Prizes were awarded and new member 
Ian  who now has the distinguished name of YOUR CHOICE along with YAKKITY 
excelled themselves on a wonderful evening and a virgin run...... 
                         ON   ON 
  



 


